
In Memory of Ast/P Teong Su Kwang
Departed on 24 June 2004

A cheerful lady who always brought smiles to those around her,

With a strength like steel, never to admit defeat in the face of adversity,

A friend who will always be missed,

And always be remembered.

Our prayers are with her and her family.

The MOTIVATE Project article which was published in ACIS Plug-in
April 2004 issue was contributed by the late Ast/P Teong Su Kwang.

She had started the project in order to broaden students'
mathematical horizons in a creative way.

e-Books via ebrary
Ong Pang Hui, LIBRIS

refer to the Search Tips and Searching the Collection links on the
Webpage.

Contacts
For enquiries on access to ebrary and feedback, please contact the Acquisitions Unit at libacq@nie.edu.sg or Tel: 6790 3620.
For enquiries on search techniques, please contact the Reference Services at libref@nie.edu.sg or Tel: 6790 3623.
For enquiries on NIE Campus Network Account ID and password, please contact the ACIS Helpdesk at acishelp@nie.edu.sg or
Tel: 6790 3033.
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NIE LIBRIS has started subscribing to ebrary, a set of online
databases combining more than 35,000 books and other
documents from over 175 academic and trade publishers.  Ebrary
covers a wide range of academic and general subject areas,
including Education, the Humanities, Life and Physical Sciences,
Social and Behavioural Sciences, Computer Science, Technology
and Engineering. It is IP authenticated and allows simultaneous,
multi-user (unlimited) access. NIE staff, students and trainee
teachers may connect to ebrary on-campus and off-campus.

How to Connect
• Go to http://site.ebrary.com/lib/nielib
• A login page will be displayed if you are accessing the resources

from off-campus.
• Enter your NIE Campus Network Account ID and password.
• To disconnect or terminate your session, close the Web browser.

How to Search
You may perform a simple/advanced search or browse the ebrary
collection by subject.

To view the text, a first-time downloading of the ebrary Reader is
required. For instructions on how to use ebrary, follow the links in
“How to get started”. If you would like to have more information
about making effective searches and forming search queries, please




